mvMORPH: an R package for fitting multivariate evolutionary models

To illustrate how mvMORPH works, we describe and comment below two simulated examples. These examples are deliberately simple in order to show how the package works; therefore they are not directly related to any real biological context, although we will use names of known environments in order to make the understanding of objectives and results easier.

In the first example, we show how the package works in the classic situation of testing evolution towards two distinct selective regimes (Fig. 1). We simulate two correlated continuous traits evolving according to an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) process with two optima along the tree. We then fit an OU multivariate model with one (OU1) or two optima (OUM), and we compare the results with those obtained from separate univariate analyses on each simulated trait. This example is intended to show how covariations between traits can blur differences in optima that are not detected using a set of univariate analyses. In this specific case, we further show differences in type I and type II errors under univariate and multivariate settings; we also illustrate how to compare for significant interactions between traits in the path toward the optima.

In the second worked example, we compare the structure of evolutionary covariances in two, ecologically distinct species group using a nested hierarchy of tests thanks to the different rate matrix parameterizations proposed in mvMORPH. Such an approach is particularly useful to assess statistically how evolutionary covariations differ between groups of species. Indeed, we can expect various covariance structures depending on the selective pressures acting, e.g., on different ecological groups (e.g., low covariances for phenotypically diversified species when compared to more specialized ones, same directions of trait covariances, common structure...).

Note that the help pages of the mvMORPH package (accessible through the question mark argument in the R console; e.g., ?mvBM) also provide simulated examples illustrating how the various functions work.

**Example 1: Models with distinct selective regimes**

We first load the package and its dependencies, and initialize the random number generator:

```r
# Load the package and dependencies (ape, phytools, corpcor, subplex, spam)
library(mvMORPH)
# Use a specified random number seed for reproducibility
set.seed(14)
```

Then we simulate a random pure-birth tree with 100 taxa using the phytools package:

```r
tree<-pbtree(n=100)
```

In this example, we are interested in evaluating the optima of two species groups (one optimum per species group) experiencing different environments. We first map on the tree the location of each regime (Fig. 1), and then simulate traits according to a multivariate OU process with two slightly distinct optima. For the sake of illustration, we hypothesize that the two selective regimes in this case are two well-known environments found in Africa: Savannah and Tropical Evergreen Forest. In real case studies, we may expect, e.g., that morpho-functional traits found in species occurring in each environment display differences in evolutionary rates, or adaptation toward distinct optima due to distinct selective pressures.
We use stochastic character mapping of discrete traits (SIMMAP; Huelsenbeck et al. 2003; Bollback 2006) as proposed by the make.simmap function from phytools for mapping the selective regimes:

```r
# Simulate two selective regimes
state <- as.vector(c(rep("Forest", 60), rep("Savannah", 40))); names(state) <- tree$tip.label

# Make the tree with mapped states using SIMMAP
tree <- make.simmap(tree, state, model="ER", nsim=1)
```

> make.simmap is sampling character histories conditioned on the transition matrix
> 
> Q =
> Forest  Savannah
> Forest  -0.05174206  0.05174206
> Savannah  0.05174206 -0.05174206
> (estimated using likelihood);
> and (mean) root node prior probabilities
> pi =
> Forest Savannah
> 0.5 0.5
> Done.
Figure 1. Simulated correlated traits under a multi-optimum OU process (function “mvSIM”). The tree was simulated according to a pure-birth process with 100 taxa and two selective regimes representing hypothesized “Savannah” and “Tropical Evergreen Forest” environments mapped on. The mapping is done using the “make.simmap” function from the phytools package, and is used as an input tree by the mvMORPH functions. The resulting tree can be plotted with the mapped selective regimes as displayed in Fig. 1 for illustrative purpose:

```
# Plot the phylogeny with the mapped discrete trait
col<-c("blue","orange"); names(col)<-c("Forest","Savannah")
plotSimmap(tree,col, fsize=0.6, node.numbers=FALSE, lwd=3, pts=FALSE)
```
Then we simulate the evolution of a multivariate Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process with two optima on the tree. In order to illustrate the problem shown in Fig. 1 of the main text, we choose here a configuration where the leading eigenvector is oriented at \( \sim 45 \) in the bivariate space of the two evolving traits:

```r
# Random traits evolving along the phylogeny as a two-optimum OU
set.seed(101)
alpha <- matrix(c(1.1, -0.9, -0.9, 1), 2)
sigma <- matrix(c(0.35, 0.06, 0.06, 0.35), 2)
theta <- c(5.5, 5.1, 1.2, 1.4)
data <- mvSIM(tree, param = list(sigma = sigma, alpha = alpha, ntraits = 2, theta = theta, names_traits = c("limb.length", "limb.width")), model = "OUM", nsim = 1)
```

We now fit a single optimum and a multiple optimum Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process to each trait separately (i.e., univariate analysis), and then a single and a multiple OU process to both traits analyzed simultaneously (i.e., multivariate analysis):

```r
# Fitting the Ornstein Uhlenbeck on the whole tree
trait1_OU1 <- mvOU(tree, data[, 1], model = "OU1", diagnostic = FALSE, echo = FALSE)
trait2_OU1 <- mvOU(tree, data[, 2], model = "OU1", diagnostic = FALSE, echo = FALSE)
# Fitting the Ornstein Uhlenbeck with multiple optiums
trait1_OUM <- mvOU(tree, data[, 1], model = "OUM", diagnostic = FALSE, echo = FALSE)
trait2_OUM <- mvOU(tree, data[, 2], model = "OUM", diagnostic = FALSE, echo = FALSE)

# Compare the AIC values between models fit
AIC(trait1_OUM); AIC(trait1_OU1)
```

\[
> [1] 94.4675
> [1] 95.37558
\]
\textbf{AIC(trait2\textunderscore OUM); AIC(trait2\textunderscore OU1)}

\begin{verbatim}
[1] 116.9117
[1] 115.173

# Now compare with the multivariate fit
OUM<- mvOU(tree, data, model=\textquoteleft OUM\textquoteright )

> successful convergence of the optimizer
> a reliable solution has been reached
>
> -- Summary results --
> LogLikelihood: -64.50554
> AIC: 149.0111
> AICc: 150.1751
> 10 parameters
>
> Estimated theta values
> -----------------------
> limb.length limb.width
> Forest 5.059064 0.7227864
> Savannah 4.582745 0.8270500
>
> ML alpha values
> -----------------
> limb.length limb.width
> limb.length 1.3294320 -0.7559387
> limb.width -0.7559387 0.8322082
>
> ML sigma values
> -----------------
> limb.length limb.width
> limb.length 0.3525578 0.1157393
> limb.width 0.1157393 0.3367718

OU1<- mvOU(tree, data, model=\textquoteleft OU1\textquoteright )

> successful convergence of the optimizer
> a reliable solution has been reached
>
> -- Summary results --
> LogLikelihood: -75.36533
> AIC: 166.7307
> AICc: 167.4846
> 8 parameters
>
> Estimated theta values
> -----------------------
> limb.length limb.width
> OU1 4.836584 0.7219335
>
> ML alpha values
> -----------------
> limb.length limb.width
> limb.length 0.5558333 -0.1742919
> limb.width -0.1742919 0.8322082
\end{verbatim}
ML sigma values

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{limb.length} & \quad \text{limb.width} \\
0.2900482 & \quad 0.1540716 \\
\text{limb.width} & \quad \text{limb.width} \\
0.1540716 & \quad 0.3115379
\end{align*}
\]

AIC(OUM); AIC(OU1)

\[
\begin{align*}
[1] & \quad 149.0111 \\
[1] & \quad 166.7307
\end{align*}
\]

After model fitting, we extract their related AIC or AICc using the expression “$AIC$” or with the AIC() generic method. Despite of the low number of parameters to estimate in the univariate analysis (3 and 4 for the OU1 and OUM models, respectively), it is difficult to distinguish between the two models and the unique optimum OU1 is slightly preferred. In stark contrast, the multivariate analysis clearly favors the actual simulated (generating) model (two optima) with a delta AIC > 35.

We can further assess the type I and type II error rates through simulations - using the generic simulate() function or mvSIM(). Note that parametric bootstrapping and simulations could be parallelized using forking with the parallel package to speed up the computations:

```r
# Simulate 1000 traits under the two optima (OUM) and the unique optimum OU (OU1) process
library(parallel)
nsim=1000

# Dataset simulated with the OUM maximum likelihood estimates
data1<-simulate(OUM, nsim=nsim, tree=tree)

# Dataset simulated with the MLE of the OU1 model
data2<-simulate(OU1, nsim=nsim, tree=tree)

# Fit of the models using the parallel package (we will use 2 cores), can take a while...
library(parallel)
nb_cores=2L
oum_data1<- mclapply(1:nsim, function(x){
    mvOU(tree, data1[[x]], model="OUM", method="sparse", diagnostic=F, echo=F)
}, mc.cores = getOption("mc.cores", nb_cores))

ou1_data1<- mclapply(1:nsim, function(x){
    mvOU(tree, data1[[x]], model="OU1", method="sparse", diagnostic=F, echo=F)
}, mc.cores = getOption("mc.cores", nb_cores))

# Now same simulations on the second dataset
oum_data2<- mclapply(1:nsim, function(x){
    mvOU(tree, data2[[x]], model="OUM", method="sparse", diagnostic=F, echo=F)
}, mc.cores = getOption("mc.cores", nb_cores))

ou1_data2<- mclapply(1:nsim, function(x){
    mvOU(tree, data2[[x]], model="OU1", method="sparse", diagnostic=F, echo=F)
}, mc.cores = getOption("mc.cores", nb_cores))

# Retrieve the results from the simulations
OUM_simul<-sapply(1:nsim, function(x){
    
```
The simulations in this example show that both type I and type II errors are quite low (although the type I error is ~14%) comparing to the type I and type II errors obtained for the univariate fits (Table 1).

Table 1. Summary of type I and type II errors resulting from the univariate analysis of the simulated dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Trait 1</th>
<th>Trait 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type II</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type I</td>
<td>0.213</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, constraining the model fit to an OU process without interactions further shows that the preferred model is indicative of significant interactions between traits in the path toward the optima.

# We now try to test for significant "selective" interactions toward the optima
# First: we fit a OUM model without interactions
OUM_1<-mvOU(tree, data, model="OUM", param=list(alpha="diagonal"),
        echo=FALSE, diagnostic=FALSE)
AIC(OUM_1)

> [1] 160.9565

# We then compare the results to the original fit:
AIC(OUM)

> [1] 149.0111

# Log-likelihood ratio test
LRT(OUM,OUM_1)

> -- Log-likelihood Ratio Test --
> Model OUM symmetric positive versus OUM diagonal
> Number of degrees of freedom : 1
> LRT statistic: 13.94538  p-value: 0.0001881998 ***
> ---
> Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1

If we are interested in the evolutionary variance and covariances or correlations, we can use the stationary function with the fitted OU object.

stationary(OUM)

> limb.length limb.width
> limb.length  0.3333158  0.3529939
> limb.width   0.3529939  0.5229793
# we can use the cov2cor function from the R stats package
# to get the evolutionary correlations between traits

cov2cor(stationary(OUM))

> limb.length limb.width
> limb.length 1.0000000 0.8454678
> limb.width 0.8454678 1.0000000

Example 2: Tests for evolutionary correlations between two species groups

In this second simulated example we illustrate how mvMORPH can be used for assessing correlated evolution and evolutionary covariance structures in different selective regimes. Constrained models are used to compare different hypotheses of covariations between traits organized hierarchically from a common structure shared between species group, proportional evolutionary covariances, similar variances but different correlations, shared eigenvectors, similar correlations but different variances, and completely unrelated covariance structures.

We first simulate a tree with two mapped regimes, and simulate traits with unrelated covariances in each group (Fig. 2). Unrelated covariance structures can result from different selective pressures within each group, while the other sub-models assume intermediate hypotheses of shared covariance structures such as, e.g., evolution along the same variance directions.

Figure 2. Simulated tree (50 tips) with mapped selective regimes and associated two-trait covariance structures. The first rate matrix associated with the first mapped regime ("blue") show a correlation between traits of 0.7, and the second rate matrix a correlation of 0.3.
# Simulated dataset

```r
set.seed(14)
```

# Generating a random tree

```r
tree<-pbtree(n=50)
```

# Setting the regime states of tip species

```r
sta<-as.vector(c(rep("Forest",20),rep("Savannah",30))); names(sta)<-tree$tip.label
```

# Making the simmap tree with mapped states

```r
tree<-make.simmap(tree,sta , model="ER", nsim=1)
```

###-------------------------Parameters------------------------

# Define the correlation structure in each group

```r
C1<-matrix(c(1,0.7,0.7,1),2)
C2<-matrix(c(1,0.3,0.3,1),2)
```

# Define the variance in each group

```r
D1<-diag(c(sqrt(0.2),sqrt(0.1)))
D2<-diag(c(sqrt(0.03),sqrt(0.05)))
```

# Compute the rate matrices

```r
sigma_1<-D1%*%C1%*%D1
sigma_2<-D2%*%C2%*%D2
```

# Ancestral states

```r
theta<-c(0,0)
```

###---------------------Simulate the traits------------------

```r
data<-mvSIM(tree, param=list(sigma=list(sigma_1,sigma_2), theta=theta, names_traits=c("Trait 1","Trait 2")), model="BMM", nsim=1)
```

Now we fit six nested BM models. We first compare a multiple (unrelated) rate matrix ("BMM") model with an equal rate matrix ("BM1") model. Then we fit a multiple rate matrix for which:

- we constrain the eigenvectors to be the same (shared orientation) using the “param” list (param=list(constraint="shared")),
- we constrain the variances to be similar but not the covariances using the “param” list (param=list(constraint="variance")),
- a multiple rate matrix model for which the correlations are identical between groups (param=list(constraint="correlation")),
- and a multiple rate matrix model for which the matrices differ by a proportional scalar (param=list(constraint="proportional")).

AIC and Log-likelihood ratio tests are finally used to compare the five nested models.

# Fitting the models

# BM1 - (Equal rate matrix)

```r
model_1<-mvBM(tree, data, model="BM1", diagnostic=FALSE, echo=FALSE)
```
# BMM - (Proportional rate matrices)
model_2<-
  mvBM(tree, data, param=list(constraint="proportional")
    , diagnostic=FALSE, echo=FALSE)

# BMM - (Shared eigenvectors between rate matrices)
model_3<-
  mvBM(tree, data, param=list(constraint="shared")
    , diagnostic=FALSE, echo=FALSE)

# BMM - (Similar correlations between rate matrices)
model_4<-
  mvBM(tree, data, param=list(constraint="correlation")
    , diagnostic=FALSE, echo=FALSE)

# BMM - (Similar variances between rate matrices)
model_5<-
  mvBM(tree, data, param=list(constraint="variance")
    , diagnostic=FALSE, echo=FALSE)

# BMM - (Independent rate matrices)
model_6<-
  mvBM(tree, data, model="BMM", diagnostic=FALSE, echo=FALSE)

# Compare the models with AIC
AIC(model_1)
AIC(model_2)
> [1] -30.84638
AIC(model_3)
> [1] -36.72695
AIC(model_4)
> [1] -34.2564
AIC(model_5)
> [1] -23.08219
AIC(model_6)
> [1] -37.82395

# Test significance with LRT
LRT(model_6,model_5)
> -- Log-likelihood Ratio Test --
> Model BMM versus BMM shared variance
> Number of degrees of freedom : 2
> LRT statistic: 18.74175  p-value: 8.516868e-05 ***
> ---
> Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
LRT(model_6,model_4)
> -- Log-likelihood Ratio Test --
> Model BMM versus BMM shared correlation
> Number of degrees of freedom : 1
> LRT statistic: 5.567542  p-value: 0.01829643 *
> *** Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1

LRT(model_6,model_3)

> -- Log-likelihood Ratio Test --
> Model BMM versus BMM shared eigenvectors
> Number of degrees of freedom : 1
> LRT statistic: 3.096994  p-value: 0.078437 .
> *** Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1

LRT(model_6,model_2)

> -- Log-likelihood Ratio Test --
> Model BMM versus BMM proportional
> Number of degrees of freedom : 2
> LRT statistic: 10.97757  p-value: 0.004132865 **
> *** Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1

LRT(model_6,model_1)

> -- Log-likelihood Ratio Test --
> Model BMM versus BM1
> Number of degrees of freedom : 3
> LRT statistic: 19.14272  p-value: 0.0002554357 ***
> *** Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1

AIC criterion shows that the generating “unrelated matrix model” we simulated and the “shared eigenvectors” model are preferred over all other fitted models. LRT tests further show that the difference between both models is non-significant (at a 0.05 level). This indicate that the main differences in the rate matrices are in their covariances. From the rates matrices (evolutionary covariances), we can compute the evolutionary correlation in both groups using the `cov2cor` function in the R package `stats`.

# Forest species
cov2cor(model_6$sigma[,1])

> Trait 1 Trait 2
> Trait 1 1.000000 0.828217
> Trait 2 0.828217 1.000000

# Savannah species
cov2cor(model_6$sigma[,2])

> Trait 1 Trait 2
> Trait 1 1.0000000 0.4280803
> Trait 2 0.4280803 1.000000

Note that the alternate generating models proposed in `mvMORPH` (e.g., `mvOU`, `mvEB`) can also be used to assess whether a Brownian motion process is a good approximation for describing the simulated evolutionary pattern.

require(car)

> Loading required package: car
> Loading required package: carData
plot(data,asp=1,ylim=c(-1,1),xlim=c(-1,1), cex=0.8, main="proportional")
ellipse(c(0,0), model_2$sigma[,1], sqrt(qchisq(.95,2)))
ellipse(c(0,0), model_2$sigma[,2], sqrt(qchisq(.95,2)), col=3, lty=2)

plot(data,asp=1,ylim=c(-1,1),xlim=c(-1,1), cex=0.8, main="shared eigenvectors")
ellipse(c(0,0), model_3$sigma[,1], sqrt(qchisq(.95,2)))
ellipse(c(0,0), model_3$sigma[,2], sqrt(qchisq(.95,2)), col=3, lty=2)
shared eigenvectors

plot(data, asp=1, ylim=c(-1,1), xlim=c(-1,1), cex=0.8, main="correlations")
ellipse(c(0,0), model_4$sigma[,1], sqrt(qchisq(.95,2)))
ellipse(c(0,0), model_4$sigma[,2], sqrt(qchisq(.95,2)), col=3, lty=2)
plot(data,asp=1, ylim=c(-1,1), xlim=c(-1,1), cex=0.8, main="variance")
ellipse(c(0,0), model_5$sigma[,,1], sqrt(qchisq(.95,2)))
ellipse(c(0,0), model_5$sigma[,,2], sqrt(qchisq(.95,2)), col=3, lty=2)

results <- list(model_1,model_2,model_3,model_4,model_5,model_6)

aicw(results)

> -- Akaike weights --
> Rank  AIC  diff wi  AICw
> BMM default 6 1 -37.8 0.00 1.000000 0.562307
> BMM shared 3 2 -36.7 1.10 0.577818 0.324911
> BMM correlation 4 3 -34.3 3.57 0.168003 0.094469
> BMM proportional 2 4 -30.8 6.98 0.030538 0.017172
> BM1 default 1 5 -24.7 13.14 0.001400 0.000787
> BMM variance 5 6 -23.1 14.74 0.000629 0.000354
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